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Sky Go blocked
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A

summary of the Brexit
agreement released by the
British government. “This
means individuals who
are temporarily staying
in another country, for
example a UK national who
is in an EU Member State
for a holiday, will have
their necessary healthcare
needs met for the period of
their stay.”
It
was
subsequently
announced
by
the
government that whilst
British-issued EHIC cards
would indeed be phased
out, they would gradually
be replaced by GHIC cards
(Global Health Insurance
Card).
Details of how the GHIC
scheme would operate,
and how it differed from
the EHIC, were initially

Rare eagle stops over
in Creuse - pg 3

The French Netflix series
conquering the world - pg 6

After fears that visitors could be
left without healthcare cover in
France, the UK has launched its
new Global Healthcare Insurance
Card, replacing the current EHIC.

s the Brexit
negotiations
entered their
final weeks,
m a n y
observers had expected
the EHIC card held by
Britons - sometimes known
as the E111 in the UK - to
no longer be valid. After a
brief period of confusion
and fears that British
visitors to France may
need to take out private
medical insurance, it was
announced that the deal did
indeed guarantee reciprocal
healthcare cover when
travelling between the UK
and the EU.
“The Protocol will ensure
necessary
healthcare
provisions - akin to
those provided by the
European Health Insurance
Card (EHIC) scheme to continue,” stated a

INSIDE > > >

Bugle Business Directory

7 pages packed with local, English-speaking
businesses where you can find anything from
a Handyman to a Hairdresser. See pg 14-20.
Also online: www.thebugle.eu/directory.php
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hen I was a
kid and bored
during
the
holidays, my
go-to activity
was always the huge box of Lego
that lived in the corner of my
room. In a story as old as time,
Duplo was the gateway drug that
first got me into building blocks,
but at quite a young age they just
weren't doing it for me any more
and I moved into the more grownup world of Lego bricks.
I used to spend hours and hours
playing with my bricks, although
I don't think I was necessarily
a natural to begin with. I have
very few memories of my early
childhood; some people say
they can remember things that
happened when they were two
or three, but I have almost no
memories before the age of five or
six. One clear memory I do have,
however, is of getting incredibly
frustrated at what must have
been one of my first attempts
at freestyling a build without
instructions.
I had decided that I was going
to build a house. I took a square
base piece and built four equally
tall walls... so far so good. Then
I put a flat roof on it and became

indescribably angry that my house
had somehow become a cube.
I repeated this process at least
three times and could just not
understand why my house kept
turning into a box.
I imagine I cried at this point,
but I must have impressed
someone with my perseverance as
not long after, I received the first
present I ever remember getting:
a whole mini-street of Lego! This
set came with specialised sloping
roof pieces and big base panels
with roads and roundabouts on
them and everything... I was in
heaven.
I should probably pause at
this point to say that I'm not
really going anywhere profound
with this; combining multiple,
disparate sets together to build
mismatched but functioning and
happy Lego towns is not some
clever analogy for Brexit and
the European project. The more
prosaic reason is that after thirty
minutes staring at a blank page, the
doorbell just rang and the massive
set of Lego that I bought for my
daughter's birthday has arrived.
It has brought back memories of
happier, simpler times and writing
about them is proving pleasingly
cathartic after a month filled with
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coronavirus, Brexit and vaccine
roll-outs.
My
brick-building
career
changed forever when I was
bought my first set of Technic
Lego. This was in the days of four
TV channels and the only way
you learned of new toys was the
odd advert between the Saturday
morning cartoons on ITV, or via
the Argos Catalogue (R.I.P.). I
had no idea that it existed and it
blew my mind. The kits came
with cogs, gears, axels and even
battery-powered motors and
pump-action pneumatics. You
could literally build anything and
the sky was the limit.
I was obsessed and over the
next few cycles of birthdays
and Christmases amassed an
impressive collection. I quickly
gave up keeping all my sets
separate and before long, every
block I owned lived in one massive
box. I would tip the whole thing
out onto a sheet on the lounge floor
and spend endless hours searching
through for the next elusive piece.
I did once separate them all back
out by 'type' into smaller boxes,
but found that it made building
too quick. I guess I used to enjoy
the hunt for small pieces - where
that patience went I have no idea.
I don't know when I stopped
playing
with
my
Lego...
presumably around the time I
discovered I looked old enough to
get served! I do miss sitting on the
floor with no idea what I was about
to make or coming up with an idea
and seeing if I could make it real.
I remember one year inventing a
“Christmas Crinkler” - a hugely
over-engineered
contraption
where you fed paper chain pieces

in one end, turned the handle and
got a crinkled paper chain piece
out the other. I don't remember
making the crinkly paper chain,
but I do remember being proud
that the crinkler worked.
We have started doing more
Lego as a family recently and
the kids were given a few smaller
sets at Christmas which they
thoroughly enjoyed making. So far
it has mostly been Lego Friends weirdly sexist sets aimed at young
girls - and Lego Ninjago - weirdly
sexist sets aimed at young boys.
They absolutely love them.
But I'm not so sure. It's different
and I don't understand it. I still have
all the Lego from my childhood;
the box may have changed a few
times, but it has travelled with
me everywhere I have been and
still lives in the corner. Lego was
definitely better back in the day
and I really should discourage my
kids from enjoying all these weird
and wonderful modern sets that I

don't understand. We have enough
Lego in this house to play with and from a time that I recognise
- so I think we'll lock the postbox
and not let any more in. They're
too young to buy their own Lego,
so I will make that decision for
them... too much choice is a bad
thing, they'll thank me in the long
run.
Hang on a second, what just
happened there? I don't believe
any of that last bit... I may just
have accidentally slipped into
analogy!!
Until next month...
Steve Martindale, Editor
www.thebugle.eu
articles.thebugle.eu
facebook.com/The BugleFrance
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Rare white-tailed eagle
spotted at Creuse lake

E

S
© Jean-Pierre Toumazet

agle-eyed
birdwatchers
in the Creuse received a
rare treat recently when
a migrating pygargue à
queue blanche made a stopover at
the étang des Landes for a bite to
eat. The white-tailed eagle is one of
the largest of the eagle family with
wingspans that can reach almost two
and a half metres.
Although it is not unheard of to
spot one of these apex predators in
France, sightings are few and far
between. “One bird was seen for
the first time in 1996 on the natural
reserve, then another in 2001, 2007
and 2015,” explained Karim Guerbaa, scientific project manager at the
Conservatoire d'espaces naturels de
Nouvelle-Aquitaine. “There was also
another sighting in 1997, but outside
the boundaries of the reserve.”
The étang des Landes natural reserve is a one kilometre-wide body
of water near Gouzon in the northeast of the Creuse, and is particularly rich in aquatic wildlife. The lake
would be easy to spot from the sky
for a migrating bird of prey as well
as providing an easy meal. “When
the bird arrived at the lake, it began
to hunt other water birds, particularly ducks, as well as fish,” explained
Karim Guerbaa. “It even tried to attack a wild boar, which it must have

Haute-Vienne
to return to
90 km/h

confused for smaller prey, but gave
up after a few attempts!”
The bird of prey is believed to
have slept in nearby woods for a few
nights, before heading off with a full
belly after four days in the area.
The lake is a popular one with
amateur birdwatchers, who patiently scan the waters and surrounding
woods for rare sightings. Among
the lucky ones to witness the whitetailed eagle in action was JeanPierre Toumazet, from the neighbouring Allier department, who took

Advertise here
from just
€36 HT / month

06 04 17 80 93

the stunning picture above.
A close relative of the bald eagle, the white-tailed eagle can be
found living around large bodies
of open water across much of temperate Eurasia, but has been seen
as far afield as Iceland and Japan.
Although once native to this country, like many large birds of prey,
hunting and habitat loss have had a
dramatic effect on numbers and the
species has been classified as being
“in critical danger of extinction”
since 2016. ■

Is it about time
you put that door
or window in...?

Structural & load bearing work.

Houses on Internet is a marketing service that
allows private owners of French property to sell
their house without using an estate agent. A
method that has proven to be very successful.
How does it work?
1. We make a website for your property in
English, French and Dutch. The main
website is available in Russian too.
2. We connect that website to our main site
which gets over 130,000 visitors from 40+
countries per month.
3. We advertise your property on several
international French-property websites. This
way we reach 1.5 million people a month
worldwide.
What does it cost?
We ask a contribution to the advertising cost
up front and after the sale a fee of 2.5%, which
is included in the selling price.
Houses on Internet operates throughout
France with a staff of 7 professionals and 89
local photographers who visit our clients to
take photos and gather all information.
For more information, visit our website or give
us call us at +31 (0)6 41 20 73 69.

All types of structure...
stone, block, timber, etc.

WWW.HOUSESONINTERNET.COM

sales@thebugle.eu

FRANKLINS REMOVALS

We have ECMT permits to allow us to operate
to and from France in the event of a no-deal Brexit.

Call us... the easy access
opening specialists
A family business offering a quality,
professional service since 1985
● Packing services
● Full/part loads to & from the UK
● Vehicles transported
● Containerised storage
● Competitive prices
● Transit/storage insurance

Contact Stephen or Ben Franklin:

0044 121 353 7263

sales@franklinsremovals.co.uk
www.franklinsremovals.co.uk

ince the government partially rolled back the reduction of the national speed limit from 90 km/h
to 80 km/h, there has been a degree of confusion
across the country as departments became free to
choose whether or not to return to the higher speed. Authorities in the Creuse were among the most vociferously
opposed to the initial reduction and therefore it was no
surprise that the green and blue department was also one
of the first to reinstate its 90 km/h speed signs. Along with
Corrèze, Creuse is one of 18 departments to have fully
moved back to the previous higher limit on the entire secondary road network.
Following a recent meeting of the conseil départemental, the Haute-Vienne now looks set to be the latest to relax speed limits, if only in part. Although nothing has yet
been officially decided, the council has recommended that
10% of the department's secondary road network revert
back to a 90 km/h speed limit, a move that is expected to
be rubber stamped in the near future.
Unsurprisingly, the proposed changes will affect larger,
wider, straighter sections of road, although notably absent
are the stretches of the RN145 between Bellac and the
A20 as well as the RN147 between Bellac and Limoges both among the busiest routes in the department - which
will remain at 80 km/h.
The reduction in the national speed limit was one of
the factors that sparked the gilets jaunes protests in 2018,
with the government insisting that it was necessary for
road safety reasons. Whilst there were notably fewer accidents, injuries and deaths in 2020 on the country's roads,
comparisons are largely unhelpful due to the effect of confinement on traffic volumes. ■

For a rapid response
and a job well done, call

Martin: 05 55 61 93 07
Windows, Doors & Dormers.

New, old, or adjustment to existing openings.
Structural concrete specialists.
siret: 531 768 182 00010
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Fosse-Septique23.com

Steve. JOHNS. SARL

Domestic sewage treatment specialists.
Planning permission arranged. Inspections.
Design. Supply. Full/Part installations.
10-year decennial insurance cover.

05.55.64.11.73

• Micro stations • Traditional Fosse septique systems • Compact filter systems • Filter bed systems
• Drainage problems • Design / supply / installation service • DIY and Trade kits now available.

info@fosse-septique23.com
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A cleaner future today

25 years experience. Free quotations.

06.70.47.52.96 (English Technician)
06.49.48.39.62 (French Technician)

D

espite numerous public health
campaigns, France has a long
history of scepticism when it
comes to vaccinations. When
the first COVID-19 vaccines became available in France, a surprising number of people
surveyed said that they did not want the potentially life-saving jab. In fact, a November
2020 survey by Ifop revealed that 59% of the
public did “not intend to get a vaccination
when it becomes possible” - one of the highest rates in Europe and beyond. This pales
in comparison to the trust shown in the UK
(79%), Germany (69%) and Italy (65%).
Fortunately, thanks to public messaging and the successful roll-out of the first
million vaccines, the country is gradually
coming round to the idea. A more recent
survey has shown that 54% of the population would now be happy to receive the jab.
Experts have previously estimated that at
least 50-60% of the population would need
to be vaccinated before the benefits of herd
immunity start to take effect.
Although the public may slowly be coming on board, supply issues at the major European production facilities have cast doubt
on the government's stated goal of vaccinating the entire population by the end of August. In a television interview, Health Minister Olivier Véran said this would happen
“if all of the vaccines that have been ordered
are approved by global and European health
authorities”.
On top of more than one million vaccinations in January, the minister unveiled plans

to administer a further 3 million jabs in February and a total of 9 million by the end of
March. The pledge came as supply problems
began to emerge concerning both the AstraZeneca and BioNTech vaccines, but no updated schedule has yet been released by the
government, although in a later statement to
the Senate the minister spoke of vaccinating
“15 million people by the summer”.
While the most at-risk groups are being
vaccinated first, it has separately been confirmed by the Ministry of Health and the
British Embassy that everyone resident in
France will be eligible for a jab, even if they
do not have a valid Carte Vitale, or are not
yet in the French healthcare system.
In theory, France should be one of the
COVID-19 vaccines’ greatest cheerleaders.
It has a well-educated population, a healthcare system that is ranked among the best
in the world and a law that requires every
child to receive 11 vaccines. While the
French have always been suspicious of governments telling them what’s good for them,
the anti-vax sentiment appears to be a relatively recent phenomenon: in 2005, polls
showed that 90 per cent of French people
supported vaccines.
The decline in trust began in the wake
of the debunked theory put forward by
disgraced scientist Andrew Wakefield of a
link between the MMR vaccine and autism.
Public confidence was further eroded when
France bought massive quantities of the
Swine Flu vaccine during the 2009 pandemic, leading to theories that the government

© Georges Biard (WikiCommons)

Public support for vaccinations increases

was in bed with Big Pharma.
The final nail in the coffin may well have
been the Mediator scandal. Mediator was
a drug developed in France to treat overweight diabetes patients but was widely
used as a diet pill by healthy people. The
drug was linked to as many as 2,100 deaths
before being removed from circulation.
Cynical observers have hypothesised that
the initial slow roll-out in France was all

part of a wider plan to bring the public on
board. “You can’t help wondering whether
it was all a giant ruse to create pent-up demand in a nation of vaccine sceptics. Even
if inadvertent, that wouldn’t be a bad outcome,” suggested Sophie Pedder, a journalist at The Economist. “Whether deliberate
strategy or inadvertently fortuitous result of
poor planning, this [increase in support] is
good news.” ■

Family run business based in France
which prides itself on a personal
professional service
7 tonne truck to and from the UK and Europe,
with a highly experienced staff. We provide a door-to-door
service with packing and dry, secure storage.
We are a professional furniture removal company
and NOT a man and a van.
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For the tastes you miss from the UK
We are open 10am - 4pm, Mon-Fri
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and can deliver in the Creuse
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Looking for property in Bénévent-l’Abbaye, St-Dizier-Leyrenne
Bourganeuf, Montboucher and surrounding areas, St-Dizier-Leyrenne,
Châtelus-le-Marcheix, Ceyroux and surrounding areas.
8 SUCCESSFUL YEARS IN THE LOCAL PROPERTY MARKET.

diane@leggett.fr
06 02 27 35 96 - 06 02 37 24 09 (FR)
R.S.A.C. GUERET - 793 765 132 - AGENT COMMERCIAL

MAGGIE ENTWISTLE

06 04 17 80 93

CONSEILLÈRE EN IMMOBILIER

sales@thebugle.eu

Looking for property from Bonnat to Boussac, La Châtre to
Glénic, and Guéret to Clugnat... and everywhere in between.
8 SUCCESSFUL YEARS WITH LEGGETT IMMOBILIER.

maggie@leggett.fr
06 40 90 05 01
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LYNN ELLIOTT
CONSEILLÈRE EN IMMOBILIER
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3 TONNE 360 EXCAVATOR WITH DRIVER
HYDRAULIC BREAKER - HYDRAULIC THUMB/GRAB
BOOM MOUNTED LASER LEVEL
DÉCENNALE INSURANCE
BASED IN HAUTE-VIENNE (87130)
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Looking for property in La Souterraine, St-Maurice-laSouterraine, Fursac, Le Grand-Bourg, Fromental and in between.
6 SUCCESSFUL YEARS WITH LEGGETT IMMOBILIER.
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06 18 98 60 20 - 07 77 28 30 68
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Trust in us for the realisation of your dream home

paul.rands@orange.fr | 05.55.66.44.06 | Visit our website for more information: www.lanoneix.com

A

rejected Tintin cover illustrated
by Hergé that was gifted to a
child and kept in a drawer for
decades has set a new world
record as the most expensive comic book
artwork, selling at auction for €3.2 million.
Originally intended as the cover artwork
for his fifth Tintin title, “The Blue Lotus”,
Hergé was told the image, painted in 1936
using Indian ink, gouache and watercolour,
would be too expensive to mass produce because it featured too many colours.
The artist instead painted another version featuring a black dragon and a blank
red background, which became the cover,
and gifted the original painting to Jean-Paul
Casterman, the seven-year-old son of his
editor, Louis Casterman. It was folded in
six and put in a drawer, where it stayed until
1981, when Jean-Paul asked Hergé to sign
it two years before his death.
The gouache, ink and watercolour creation measures 34 cm by 34 cm and features
Tintin and his dog Snowy emerging from a
porcelain jar in front of a menacing depiction of a Chinese dragon. There has been
an increasing demand among collectors for
rare comic book artwork, with Hergé's creations among the most sought after. A rare
drawing of Tintin in Shanghai, also from
The Blue Lotus, sold for around €1.1 million at auction in Hong Kong, and a strip
from the Tintin book Explorers on the

Moon sold for €1.55 million at auction –
at the time the record for a single cartoon
drawing.
“I’m not surprised by the price. It is one
of the most beautiful and finest works of
Herge’s to come up for auction and it’s a
distorted market,” Hergé biographer and
Tintin expert Michael Farr told AFP. “Like
all markets, it’s a question of supply and demand, and there is practically no supply.”
With such large prices attached to the
drawings, auctions now attract both enthusiasts and collectors, but also investors. “In
the first instance, comic art collectors were
enthusiasts, but now, with prices so high,
the market also attracts investors and speculators seeking higher returns,” explained
Rob Salkowitz, an industry expert and author of Comic-Con and the Business of Pop
Culture. “Especially with so much excess
wealth sloshing around the upper 0.1 per
cent, the appeal of owning a one-of-a-kind
piece depicting a world-famous character
sweetens the incentive.”
The Blue Lotus adventure marked a shift
for the Tintin books and adopted a more serious, political tone. The story featured both
drug trafficking and the intervention of the
Japanese army. Hergé's inspiration for the
story is believed to have come from his lifelong friend and artist Tchang Tchong-Jen,
who studied at the Royal Academy of Fine
Arts in Brussels. ■

Credit: Artcurial

Tintin painting fetches world record price
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•
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•
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Traditional systems
Micro stations
All to new 64.1 regulations
Planning arranged
Axa France decennial insurance
In stock - Factory supplier
Free on-site quotation

Hire and Sale of mini excavators and other small machinery
wide range of mini excavators
dumpers
compactors
micro tractors
plant trailers
Rubber tracks / Buckets and parts supplier

French Netflix series a worldwide hit

W

ith half of the world stuck at
home, lockdown has been a
good time for online streaming services like Netflix,
Amazon Prime Video and Disney+. All of
the main platforms saw sharp increases in
the subscriber numbers over the course of
2020 as families looked to online forms of
entertainment during lockdown.
One other way that these streaming services have changed many people's habits is
by making foreign language content much
easier to consume, and far less of a gamble. Whilst the occasional film like Amélie,
or Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon have
been international hits over recent decades,
many prefer to stick to the latest Hollywood blockbuster rather than risk their
hard-earned cash and a night off committing to two hours of subtitled Cantonese.
With the advent of subscription-based
streaming, if you don't like something, you
can simply turn it off and try something
else, which has led many to be a bit more
adventurous with their choice of programming. Combined with huge investment in
local content around the world and easy
subtitling options, programmes that would
once have been confined to a domestic
market can now become global hits. The
perfect example of this is the Spanish-language Money Heist, a crime drama that became the world's most watched series not
in the English language in recent years.
France now has its own global hit in the

form of Lupin, which has quickly become a
global sensation. In just three weeks, Netflix’s modern adaptation of Lupin amassed
more than 70 million views, beating records set by shows such as The Queen’s
Gambit and Bridgerton. It is the first
French TV show to have anything like this
global success and the series has reached
the number 1 spot in Brazil, Morocco, Vietnam, Mexico and the Netherlands; it was
even briefly the most-watched show on
Netflix in the US – a notoriously difficult
market for foreign-language films.
The show is a modern-day take on an
iconic character from French literature.
The character Lupin, a suave “gentleman
thief” who regularly outfoxes the detectives chasing him, was created by writer
Maurice Leblanc in 1905 and appears in
17 mystery novels and multiple short stories by the author. The current adaptation
has been set in the modern day, but the
most significant change made by producers is to cast Omar Sy in the lead role. Sy
is one of the country's most popular actors
who made his name in the 2011 hit film
Intouchables, which also garnered international attention.
In recent years, black and mixed race actors in France have been increasingly vocal in their criticism of what they see as
endemic racism within the industry and
the lack of diversity on screen. In contrast,
Lupin is groundbreaking in its representation of characters of colour. Not only has

plays Assane Diop, the son of a Senegalese
immigrant who was wrongly framed for the
theft of a priceless diamond necklace and
took his own life in prison. As an adult Assane uses his sharp wits and sleight-of-hand
skills to seek revenge, inspired by his childhood hero, Lupin.
The show is currently available to watch
on Netflix in French, with English subtitles,
or with an English dub. The first five episodes of the ten-episode series have already
been released, with the remaining five expected to drop in a few months' time. ■

a black actor been cast in what has always
been seen as a traditionally white role, the
lead character regularly uses racist bias to
his advantage, successfully disguising himself as a janitor, a food delivery driver, and a
prison inmate to steal what he needs to settle
a debt.
Much of this has been achieved by moving the action into the modern day, but
rather than simply changing the time period as in shows like Sherlock, Lupin is a
contemporary French man who admires the
historic titular literary character. Omar Sy

Limoges drops to fourth in junk food league table
It may not be a prize to be proud of, but Limoges has
had to step down from the podium honouring the country's
fast food capitals. With new McDonald's and Burger King
restaurants opening up across the Limoges metropolitan
area in recent years, the city had steadily climbed in the
rankings which measure the number of junk food joints
per capita. After moving from sixth to second in last year's
standings, with 22 fast food restaurants Limoges has now

dropped to the fourth “best” place to eat badly in France.
The city previously had 25 restaurants providing malbouffe for a hungry public, but the closure of a Paul franchise, along with the demise of Speed Burger has led to
the slip down the rankings. Whilst the Quick restaurant
in Vanteaux also closed, this has now been replaced by a
Burger King at the same location.
Still on the greasy top spot is the region's capital Bor-

deaux which has 51 outlets serving the 260,000 residents
of the city centre. Tours and Metz pushed Limoges out of
the top three. The annual rankings are based on the numbers of the 16 most common fast food outlets in France:
McDonald's, Quick, Burger King, KFC, Paul, Brioche
Dorée, Domino's, Subway, La Mie Câline, Starbucks, La
Croissanterie, Pizza Hut, Pomme de Pain, O'Tacos, Bagelstein and Speed Burger. ■

TEDDY

Mobile Ladies and Gents Hairdresser

Covering the whole of La Creuse

Beauty Salon
- Waxing
- Eyelash extensions
- Facials

- Body treatments
- Manicures & pedicures
- Semi-permanent nail polish

FEBRUARY OFFER: 15% off ‘Soin Apaisant’
facials for dehydrated and sensitive skin

-15%

2021
Cut and blow dry - €28
PR
Colour cut and blow dry - €50 ICES
High lights/low lights, cut and blow dry - €60
Gents cut - €12

Call Teddy:
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E: edwardberridge@outlook.com
ZA Les Bois Verts 23240 Le Grand-Bourg, France
tel: 06 10 38 34 31
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SAS L’Orée du bois

(Andrew Wright - Carpenter & Joiner)

Roofing - Renovation - Kitchens
Bespoke Joinery - General Building
Email: loreedubois60@gmail.com

L’Orée du Bois, Chouviat, 87120 Eymoutiers

Fears over expired UK driving licences

F

ollowing Brexit, large numbers of
British expats face being unable
to drive legally in France when
their current UK licences expire. The issue of exchanging licences has
caused much confusion since Britain voted
to leave the EU, with conflicting advice
on whether to swap your UK licence for a
French one during the transition period or
wait until after Brexit had been completed.
For much of last year, authorities had even
been refusing requests from British drivers
after a huge surge of applications swamped
the system.
It was finally announced in November
that expats would have until the end of
2021 to apply for a French licence via a
new portal. When that portal finally went

live this January, however, British residents
in France using the site were informed that
their licence cannot in fact be swapped as
driving licence exchange was not included
in the Brexit agreement.
This has left many expats in limbo and
even facing being forced to drive without
a valid licence. UK photocard driving licences are valid for ten years, although
they automatically come up for renewal
when the driver turns seventy. Anyone
whose licence has recently expired or is
due to expire in the near future will not be
able to exchange it for a French one and, if
they are resident in France, cannot legally
renew it in the UK using a British address.
In this situation, the only legal option is
to take a French driving test and then apply

for a French driving licence, or not to drive
at all. For many expats in rural areas, being
able to travel by car is essential.
Before Brexit, UK licences could be
swapped for French ones under a simplified EU procedure, but exchange was not
obligatory unless a driving offence was
committed or the licence expired. It is understood that talks are underway between
French and British authorities to resolve
the situation, but in the meantime, people
are being advised to wait before making
their applications. Valid UK licences remain legal to drive on in France for British
expats and a separate agreement has been
reached that allows British tourists to drive
in France without needing an International
Drivers Permit. ■

Baker's hunger strike stops deportation

A

baker from Besançon in eastern France has saved his
apprentice from deportation after going on hunger
strike in protest at the threat. Stéphane Ravacley had
spent more than a year training Laye Fodé Traoré since
taking him on in September 2019 after he arrived in France as an
unaccompanied minor. The baker describes his charge as “a good
kid”, but after he recently turned 18, the young Guinean was informed he faced being sent back to his homeland in West Africa.
The town's mayor, Anne Vignot, wrote to Interior Minister Gérald Darmanin asking for Traoré to be allowed to stay in France,
saying in her letter that “the desire to expel this future baker is
incomprehensible”.
Stéphane went one step further and began a very public hunger
strike in a bid to bring attention to the case and put pressure on the
authorities. “My doctor tells me I'm in a fragile state, but I don't care.
I know I'm right,” the 50-year-old said in the early days of his protest,
adding that he had a history of blood circulation problems in his lungs.

Ian Scott

English Hairdresser

The case drew widespread support, with 200,000 people signing
a petition demanding the Guinean be allowed to stay. President
Macron was among the politicians and high-profile celebrities to
come out in support of his appeal.
After eight days without food, Stéphane was briefly admitted to
hospital after collapsing getting out of his car, but on the tenth day
it was announced that the appeal had been successful and the young
apprentice had been given permission to stay in France. “Laye has
been regularised! He is coming back to work on Tuesday!” said the
baker, adding that the young man had “practically cried” on hearing
the news. “He thanked his boss, his teachers and the French State. It
is a great joy and a victory. Now we are going to fight for the others
in the same position.”
In 2019, France deported around 24,000 people. Around 140,000
people were given refugee status, including 5,000 from Guinea,
while 113,000 foreign nationals gained French nationality, according to figures from the French Interior Ministry. ■

The Spectrum IFA Group
International Financial Advisers

TONY FARRELL

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL ADVISER
The Spectrum IFA Group - with over 20 years'
experience advising expatriates throughout Europe
on all aspects of financial planning.

Rue Chez Boutique
87330 Saint-Barbant

t: 05 55 89 57 94 - m: 06 15 28 54 82
e: tony.farrell@spectrum-ifa.com

Tel: 00 33 (0)5 55 60 08 46

TSG Insurance Services S.A.R.L. Siège Social: 34 Bd des Italiens, 75009 Paris R.C.S. Paris B 447 609 108 (2003B04384) « Société de Courtage d’assurances »
« Intermédiaire en opération de Banque et Services de Paiement » Numéro d’immatriculation 07 025 332 –www.orias.fr
« Conseiller en investissements financiers », référencé sous le numéro E002440 par ANACOFI-CIF, association agréée par l’Autorité des Marchés Financiers »
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MR PIANO MAN
Complete piano renovations
(Grands Specialist)
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€200m overhaul for
Champs-Elysées

A

fter the Eiffel Tower, the Champs-Elysées is one of the most well-known Parisian landmarks. What people think of,
however, when they imagine the famous
street in the heart of the capital does not always
match the day-to-day reality for those visiting or
travelling through central Paris. While many claim
it is “the most beautiful avenue in the world”, many
Parisians view it as nothing more than an overcrowded tourist trap that has seen better days, full
of overpriced cafés and blighted by constant traffic.
This may all be about to change after the mayor
of Paris, Anne Hidalgo, unveiled an ambitious €200
million plan to create “an extraordinary garden” at
the famous location. The first phase will target the
Place de la Concorde, the infamous traffic hotspot
at the eastern end of the Champs-Elysées that leads
into the Jardin des Tuilleries.
Attention will then turn to the famous street,
which has been hard hit in recent years by civil unrest and the absence of local Parisians - of the estimated 100,000 pedestrians who visit the avenue
each day, 72 per cent are tourists and a further 22
per cent work there. “The legendary avenue has
lost its splendour during the last 30 years. It has
been progressively abandoned by Parisians and
has been hit by several successive crises: the gilets
jaunes, strikes, health and economic crises,” said the
Champs-Elysées committee, which has been campaigning for improvements for several years and
welcomed the mayor’s announcement.
The plans, drawn up by architect firm PCAStream, show wide pedestrianised zones allowing
for terraced cafés, dedicated cycle lanes, a huge increase in green areas and motorised traffic reduced
to just two lanes in each direction. Phase one is due
to be finished in time for the Paris 2024 Olympics,
with the remaining work completed by 2030. ■

Thé Bonbons Cadeaux

Tearoom / Gifts / Jewellery
Clothes / Accessories
English Cards / Sweets
Tuesday to Saturday
10h00 - 16h00

06 72 38 82 20

7 ave Jules Courivaud
87190 MAGNAC-LAVAL
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UK unveils GHIC cards

Raclette sales soar
during lockdown

© Department of Health and Social Care

The first lockdown saw a boom for the eyemakeup sector and a slump in lipstick sales, as
the wearing of face masks became part of everyday life. The onset of colder weather and continued restrictions due to the current pandemic have
also led to huge changes in our habits. The latest
evidence of this is a surge in the sale of raclette
machines, to the point where manufacturers are
having to ramp up production to satisfy demand.

>> continued from pg 1
in short supply. The
application process for
the new cards has since
gone live, along with
images of what they will
look like. The new cards
are emblazoned with the
Union Flag, with a second
smaller flag as a hologram
in the corner.
Some have accused the
new design of feeding
into the rising wave
of British nationalism
post-Brexit, as well as
angering some in Northern
Ireland. “The government

recognises
sensitivities
around flags in Northern
Ireland,” a statement on
the government website
reads. “As such, residents
in Northern Ireland will be
provided with an option
to choose an alternative
version of the GHIC card,
which they will be able to
apply for shortly.”
As
further
details
emerged, it would appear
that the only current
difference between the
EHIC and GHIC is that the
“Global” version is in fact
only valid for use within
the EU, so unlike the EHIC

– and British-issued EHIC
going forwards – the GHIC
will not now cover you
in Switzerland, Norway,
Iceland or Liechtenstein,
all members of the wider
EEA/EFTA. The UK has
stated that it is seeking to
conclude new reciprocal
social
security
and
healthcare agreements with
these states in the future.
Current EHIC cards
remain valid until the
expiry date shown – they
are typically valid for five
years – but on renewal,
you will need to apply for
the new GHIC card. Whilst

both cards entitle you to the
same level of local cover
as a resident of the country
you are visiting, including
treatment for chronic or
pre-existing
conditions,
they are not a replacement
for health insurance, and
do not cover events such
as holiday cancellation,
mountain
rescue
and
repatriation.
If you are French
resident and have an EHIC
card issued by the French
health authorities, this will
continue to be valid across
the EU/EEA as well as the
UK. ■
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Retailer Darty has reported a 300% increase in
sales, with Fnac and Boulanger also selling more
than twice the usual number of raclette devices.
Unsurprisingly, there has also been a similar
surge in the sales of raclette cheese as more and
more people choose the traditional comfort food
on a cold winter's night.
The French have long loved raclette, which
for many brings back happy memories of better times. “Raclette is a safe haven, cuddly and
comforting... everyone wants raclette,” believes Pierre Gay a cheesemaker from Annecy,
in Haute-Savoie. “It is a comfort dish for these
troubled times.” According to one recent survey
the French consume on average one kilogram of
raclette each year and one third of the population
claim that it is their favourite dish!
In further evidence of how many of us have
been spending our time in recent months, the puzzle maker Ravensburg and the shoemaker Crocs
have both also reported spikes in sales. ■
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T

he legendary French stuntman,
Rémy Julienne, has died at the age
of 90 after contracting COVID-19.
Although you may not recognise
him, Rémy appeared in more than 1,400
films and TV shows and commercials, but
will perhaps be best remembered for his
work on six Bond films and the 1969 classic
The Italian Job.
“It's with a heavy heart that we announce
that Rémy left us during the night,” read a
statement, which was posted in French on
his official Twitter feed. “Yesterday, he still
had plans for projects in mind. His body has
left but he remains in our hearts.”
A French motocross champion, Rémy entered the film industry by accident in 1964
as a motorcycle stunt rider. “They needed
someone who was very controlled... it ended
up being me,” he once explained in an interview. “It was the start of a huge adventure.”
His international reputation was established
a few years later with the success of The
Italian Job which featured three Minis making a legendary getaway across, under and
over Turin. Rémy was at the wheel for one
of the most memorable stunts in the se-

quence when he jumped across an alleyway
between two rooftops in the red mini.
Another iconic stunt that he performed
was driving a full-sized tanker at 45 degrees
in Licence to Kill. Legend has it that the
production team was preparing to build a
special rig that would make it appear that
the tanker was driving on its side, but Rémy
thought he could do it for real; the shot used
in the film was his first take!
In a career spanning more than 50 years,
he built up a reputation as one of the world's
greatest. “He was one of the first stuntmen
to become well-known across the world and
he was up there on a pedestal,” said fellow
stuntman Jérôme Gaspard, who today teaches at France’s Campus Univers Cascades
stunt school. “He was known for doubling
actors like Roger Moore, but above all he is
remembered for his originality and the way
he could devise a system that was safe, but
produced dramatic effects. For example, in a
car chase, if one car was to fly over another,
as well as using a ramp, he would install a
cable system, so that the car would also flip
in the air. It is for that he will be remembered in the world of stuntmen.” ■

© ona33740 / Instagram

screenshot - creidt: @jamesbondlive (Twitter)

Legendary stuntman dies First vegan Michelin star

A

lthough it has its critics, the annual publication of the Michelin
Guide is always a hotly anticipated event. Gaining or losing
a star can make or break a chef's career
and foodies the world over will go to huge
lengths to try out the best new restaurants
recommended by the famous red book. This
year was no exception, but most of the headlines were grabbed by the star awarded to
ONA in Arès, near Bordeaux.
ONA - which stands for Origine Non-Animale (animal-free origin) - is run by chef
Claire Vallée and has become the first vegan
restaurant in France to be awarded a prestigious star. The Michelin Guide has awarded
stars to vegetarian and a handful of vegan
restaurants in the past, but ONA is the first
of its kind to be recognised in the home of
gastronomy.
A former archaeologist, the 41-year-old
chef is self-taught after a visit to Thailand
converted her to veganism. “It is because
you believed in me, in this crazy bet beyond
my doubts, my anxieties, my fears, but also
thanks to our common work throughout
these last four years that today we obtained
our first star in the Michelin Guide,” she told
her supporters. “We will continue on this
path because this star is mine, it is yours,
it is that of the impossible, it is the one that
definitively brings plant-based gastronomy

into the closed circle of French and global
gastronomy.”
ONA opened its doors in 2016, although
the budding chef faced a number of hurdles
in financing the project. After initially struggling to secure financial backing from traditional banks, she finally obtained the necessary investment thanks to money obtained
through crowdfunding and loans from a
bank which specialises in ethical funding.
“They said the outlook for veganism and
plant-based food was too uncertain,” the
chef told AFP, adding that the award had
come out of the blue. “I was alerted by the
Michelin Guide one evening and it was as
if a train had hit me. I couldn’t believe it. I
wasn’t with it at all, I was in the middle of
doing a recipe for a radio interview, and then
I was told via video that I had a star…!
“We wanted to be among the best. I know
chefs with stars, and I questioned whether
we were at the right level because vegetables can be tricky. We are doing something
completely different, but which is still accessible to everyone. As long as people enjoy it, that is always the main thing.”
Dishes on the restaurant's seven-dish
gourmet tasting menu include combinations
of ingredients such as: fir tree, bolete mushroom and sake; celery, tonka and amber ale;
and for dessert carrot, passion fruit and Szechuan pepper. ■

Job Opportunity - Bilingual Accountant - Bell France SAS
Based in Dun-le-Palestel (23800), the Accountant will report through a matrix structure to the Regional Financial Director and the subsidiary Regional Manager.
As part of the Bell France management team the role includes:
• Managing the Finance function.
• Providing business support to the RM through the provision of high-quality financial information, detailed analysis of
business cases and identifying opportunities for improved financial performance.
• Reporting accurately in accordance with IFRS and group accounting policies within the group format and monthly
deadlines.
• Coordinating and managing the year-end audit and ensuring that all obligations are met regarding year end group
reporting pack, statutory accounts and tax and statutory returns.
• Playing a lead role in ensuring compliance with the group controls framework and group policies and procedures.
• Managing the financial forecasting and budgeting process.
• Managing working capital and cash flow.
• Managing the work of the assistant accountant.
• Ad hoc projects as might be required.

Profile:
• Professionally qualified accountant with at least 5 years PQE.
• Knowledge of SAGE 100 accounting essential.
• Exposure to the Capital Equipment industry would be an added advantage.
• Flexible and able to work to deadlines.
• Hands on team player with leadership qualities.
• Good English verbal and written communication skills essential.
• Technically up to date with a sound knowledge of IFRS
To apply, send a CV and covering letter to delphine.tack@bellequipment.com
Tel: 05 55 89 92 38
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Sky Go blocked across EU No more EU-UK

T

he eleventh hour Brexit
deal struck at the end
of last year has already
thrown up some unforeseen consequences for British expats living in France. One issue that
quickly came to light was the loss of
digital access to UK services, with
Sky TV the first to officially confirm
that customers would no longer be
able to use their apps when crossing the Channel. From 1st January,
customers trying to access the Sky
Go app outside of the UK received
a message telling them: “Your Sky
content cannot currently be viewed
in this country”.
Following reports of problems,
Sky released a statement on its website saying: “From 1 January 2021,
you won’t be entitled to stream Sky
outside the UK using your Sky Go,
Sky Kids, Sky Sports, Sky Sports
Mobile TV and Sky Sports Box Office apps.”
Installing a satellite dish to pick
up UK television is often one of the
first jobs for recently arrived expats.
While Sky TV is only available to
residents of the UK, the signal does
reach large parts of France, and
many exploit a grey area by using a
second address back home for their
subscription and bringing the card
with them to France. Satellite signals have not been affected.
As internet speeds and connectivity improved in recent years, the EU
introduced a rule on “cross-border

cross-border
driving fines

D
portability of online content services”, which said that digital services
purchased in one country could be
used in another. This meant that expats could use the various Sky apps
to access content outside the UK.
This EU directive was not included
in the Brexit deal, however, and
this access has now been denied by
many providers.
The UK government states on its
gov.uk website: “The EU Portability Regulation allows consumers
across the European Economic Area
(EEA) to access their online content
services (for example, video-ondemand streaming services, such
as Netflix and Amazon Prime) as if
they are at home when they travel
within the EEA.
“This means that an online service provider must provide cus-

tomers the same content as in their
home state when they are temporarily present in another state. The
regulation applies only to travel between EEA member states.
“The EU Portability Regulation
will cease to apply to UK-EEA travel from 1 January 2021. In the UK,
the regulation will be revoked. Online content service providers will
not be required under the regulation
to provide content ordinarily available in the UK to a UK customer
who is temporarily present in any
other EEA member state.
“This will not prevent service
providers offering cross-border
portability to their customers on a
voluntary basis, but to do so they
will need the permission of the
owners of the content they provide.” ■

espite a sharp increase in the number of motorists on British
number plates being fined for driving offences in France,
the recent Brexit deal means that there will once again be
no agreement in place for cross-border fines. A spokesman
for the Interior Ministry confirmed that sanctions for speeding offences
by British drivers were suspended from 1st January.
The spokesperson did not rule out a future agreement, but added
that authorities “do not yet have any perspectives as to when this
work may start”. The current information exchange rules were
based on a 2015 EU directive, although Britain did not join the
scheme until 2017. With 444,378 infractions, British drivers were
by far the worst offenders on French roads in 2019 – figures for
2020 are not yet available. The Belgians are the second worst drivers, racking up almost 300,000 offences.
Under the scheme, drivers in participating countries receive fines
at their home address for any driving offence committed in another
country. While this will no longer be the case for British drivers on
the continent, on-the-spot fines for a range of offences will still be
handed out to Brits if they are stopped by the police.
Similarly, drivers of cars on French - or any other European number plates will not receive fines for speeding in the UK. If you
are on French plates, even if you have a British driving licence,
then you can still expect to be fined for driving offences in other European countries, as the car will be registered to a French
address and it is the car owner who receives the fine. If you are
flashed by a speed camera or red light camera in Spain, Belgium
or Germany, you will receive a letter, written in French, which will
include details on:
* The date and time when the offence was detected
* The nature of the offence
* Any relevant information about the offence
* The nation’s legislation you infringed
* The legal consequences of the offence

ORDER YOUR FIREWOOD TODAY

05 55 08 67 16 - 05 55 63 72 45
Limousin Wood Pellets

Seasoned wood, stored under cover - logs of 25/33/50 cm
Available to collect on site:
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ZA du Petit Bonnefond
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FR 01380564526 RCS Limoges 2004 8 365
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Mini Digger

Purple Solutions
Garden Maintenance

with Driver for Hire

Landscaping, Ditching,
Land Clearance etc.
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Do you have a garden? Home, cottage or holiday home?
Call us on 06 72 87 87 14 or contact us via
Facebook or email - Leave details and job description.
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4 things Brexit has changed for UK
nationals in France - Blevins Franks

A

fter four and a half years of
uncertainty, negotiations and
false starts since the 2016
Brexit referendum, the UK
has now fully left the EU. A trade deal
agreed at the eleventh hour offered very
little time for people and businesses to digest how things will work from 2021.
So what does the post-Brexit landscape
look like for UK nationals who live or enjoy spending time in France? Here are 4
key things that changed on 1 January.

When the Brexit transition period ended
on 31 December 2020, the UK joined the
likes of Australia and the USA in becoming a ‘third country’, with UK nationals
losing the automatic right to study, work
and live in the EU.
Fortunately, Britons who can prove they
were legally settled in France as at 31 December 2020 can maintain citizens’ rights
protections under the Withdrawal Agreement. This provides the right to remain
and come and go in France, with broadly
the same access to benefits as citizens for
as long as you remain resident there.
However, these rights will only apply to
France. To gain full EU citizenship as a
UK national – unlocking the freedom to
live and work in any EU country – you
need to become a French citizen.

tionals who don’t have EU residence or
citizenship can currently still travel to
France without a visa – but there are new
limitations. Now, non-residents will only
be allowed to spend 90 days in any 180day period here; to stay longer will require
applying for a permit in advance.
Note that this restriction covers the
entire Schengen zone – which includes
most EU countries plus some EEA states
– so you would not be able to, say, leave
France and enter Spain to gain more time.
If you enjoy spending part of the year
in a French holiday home, this is particularly likely to affect you. For example, if
you stay there for June, July and August,
you will use up your allowance in one go
and be unable to re-enter the country – or
any other Schengen state, for any period
of time – until the end of November.
Calculating your allowance is not as
simple as it seems. As the time is treated
as a rolling rather than a fixed period, you
will need to count 180 days backwards
from your arrival date in a Schengen
country and track your stay to check you
will not exceed 90 days at any point.
You therefore need to take extra care
when planning trips to Europe to avoid illegally overstaying or being denied entry.
As well as making sure your passport is
valid for at least six months, be prepared
to show a return ticket and answer questions at the border about the duration and
purpose of travel.

2. Non-EU residents can only stay
in the EU for a limited time

3. Applying for French residence
is less straightforward

1. UK nationals are ‘third country’
nationals by default

Coronavirus restrictions aside, UK na-

With freedom of movement pre-Brexit,

Britons did not always need to meet stringent requirements to become EU resident
and could apply once already there. Now,
those wanting to live in France have to
meet the legal immigration requirements
and provide the correct documentation in
advance of arriving. As you can no longer
apply ‘in-country’, you will need to go to
the relevant consulate or embassy in the
UK and wait for your paperwork to come
through before moving.
To apply successfully, you will need
to demonstrate you have “sufficient” annual income to support yourself and any
dependents without relying on the state.
While this has always been a condition
of EU residence, it has not always been
enforced, plus the income thresholds for
third state nationals are generally higher
than for EU citizens.
There are, however, special visas and
fast-track residence programmes available
that can make moving to an EU country
much easier, so explore your options.
4. UK financial arrangements
may not work as before

Unless they already have arrangements
in place to work in the relevant EU country, UK banks, advisers and other financial providers may no longer be able to legally service EU residents. This is because
Brexit dissolved automatic ‘passporting’
rights for UK financial services in the EU.
So if you live in France and have a UKbased adviser, check they can still support
you. If you have UK bank accounts or other investments, you may be restricted from
making changes, such as moving funds or

applying for new services, or they may be
closed altogether. And in some cases, you
may find that UK assets and investments
attract a higher tax bill in France now they
are non-EU/EEA assets.
Making the most
of the new landscape

Although this is how things stand now,
there are many unresolved aspects of
Brexit, so the UK may still agree preferential arrangements with France on issues such as immigration requirements
and UK financial services.
You should, in any case, regularly
check your tax and financial planning
remains suitable for your family’s circumstances, so it is sensible to review
your arrangements now that things have
changed. Talk to a locally-based, crossborder specialist who can help you take
advantage of available opportunities and
ensure you are suitably prepared for this
post-Brexit world. ■
Blevins Franks accepts no liability
for any loss resulting from any action or
inaction or omission as a result of reading
this article, which is general in nature
and not specific to your circumstances.
Keep up to date on the financial issues
that may affect you on the Blevins Franks
news page:
www.blevinsfranks.com
Tel: 05 53 63 49 19
Email: bergerac@blevinsfranks.com
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Spoil yourself with Spelt
t’s odd that we assign the celebration of love to St Valentine’s Day
given that, on two separate years in the 3rd century AD, Emperor
Claudius II used February 14th to execute two men. An aversion
to their names, perhaps? Both were called Valentine.
Why or when the Roman Catholic Church elected to honour them
isn’t clear. The day fell in the middle of the feast of Lupercalia, during
which Romans sacrificed a goat and a dog. They then whipped off their
clothes and subsequently went about whipping women - with strips
of the animals’ skins. Apparently the women lined up for this honour,
believing it would make them fertile.
There was also a matchmaking lottery, with their names dropped into
a receptacle for the men to draw one out. The lucky women would be
paired up with them for a romp to last at least the duration of the threeday festival and for life if they had found a suitable match.
I don’t feel any of this is anything to be celebrated with chocolate.
I am going for the other and entirely opposite February event. The
word February comes from ‘februum’, meaning purification, and
‘februa’, the descriptive for the various cleansing rites and instruments
put into play to prepare for the coming of Spring.
Throughout the month, spelt and salt were used to clean houses. On
the festival of the Lupercalia, February 15th, priests donned leaves and
strips of goat skin. Thus dressed, they would streak around the sacred
boundary of Rome, in this ‘februum’ version to purify the city. They
too, in a playful fashion, would whip young maidens with goat hide
strips along the way.
Decide for yourselves how playful an event this must have been
while I deal with spelt.
Greek mythology has it that spelt was a gift from Demeter, the
goddess of agriculture and at one and the same time the sister and the
consort of the god of gods, Zeus. (It is amazing what behaviour the
ancients considered normal.)
I have a soft spot for spelt because it’s also called dinkel wheat, which
is rather charming. It’s one of the most ancient cereals, with evidence of
its cultivation north east of the Black Sea going back as far as 5000 BC.
By 500 BC, it was a common crop in southern Britain.
Recently, it has been enjoying a revival, being a cheap staple
food filled with nutrients and often used in posh breads and pasta as
a substitute for wheat. It’s thrumming with vitamins, nutrients and
minerals.
But despite its dubious background, February is the month of
romance, so probably none of this information is uplifting you.
Therefore I capitulate and offer you a Bundt cake for Valentine’s - or
any other - Day, based on spelt but containing chocolate, though only in
cocoa powder form. So you might consider drizzling some melted 70%
chocolate over all instead of the icing sugar..
Julia Watson has been a long-time Food Writer for newspapers and
magazines in the US and the UK.

Bundt cake

credit: www.fifteenspatulas.com

I

by Julia Watson

Ingredients

250g caster sugar

1 ½ tsp baking powder

3 large eggs

250 ml sunflower oil

2 tsp vanilla extract

250g white spelt flour

2 tbs good quality cocoa powder

¾ tsp hazelnut extract

125g spelt wholemeal

2 tbs plain yoghurt

Preheat oven to 180C.

ghurt, and fold together.

Butter and flour a 23cm diameter, 2 litre Bundt
pan.

Using a tablespoon, spoon 3 tablespoons of the
cocoa batter to form a triangle in the Bundt tin.
Between these spoon in the plain batter. Using
a knife or dessertspoon, swirl the two batters together. Repeat the process on top of this using
all of both batters, and swirl again. Put in the
pre-heated oven on the middle shelf and cook
for 35–40 minutes. Check with a wooden skewer and if still moist, bake an extra 5 minutes
maximum, but no longer to avoid drying out.

Beat eggs, vanilla and hazelnut extract and sugar in an electric mixer until tripled in volume
– 4-5 minutes. Add oil slowly in a steady stream
with a few pauses until it is all incorporated. The
batter will be fairly thick.
Sift flours and baking powder into a large bowl.
Mix thoroughly with a hand whisk. Fold into
batter with a large whisk or wooden spoon.
Divide the mixture in half into another bowl.
To this bowl, add the cocoa powder and the yo-

Wait 10 minutes before turning the cake out
onto a cooling rack. Let it cool thoroughly.
When cold, dust with icing sugar.

Advertising in The Bugle Business Directory
Advertising your business couldn’t be easier. Text only, boxed listings are available in our Business Directory from just €12.50/month.
Alternatively, why not spotlight your business with an Advertorial, available from 1/6 Page (€50 HT) up to Full Page (€300 HT).
Both Directory Adverts and Advertorials represent a cost effective way to put your brand in front of more than 30,000 pairs of eyes each month!!

For more information on any of our advertising options, please feel free to give us a call
on 06 04 17 80 93 or send an email to sales@thebugle.eu

6-Month Contract

12-Month Contract

Small b&w Directory Ad

€100

€150

Large b&w Directory Ad

€130

€195

Small Colour Directory Ad

€140

€210

Large Colour Directory Ad

€180

€270

All prices exclude TVA (20%)

Directory Advertising is available either in black and white or colour, and in either small (30 words max) or large (45 words max) format.
Directory adverts may only contain text (small logos may be allowed when supplied). The minimum contract length is 6 months.
Advertising is payable on publication. All prices are HT.

Large Directory Ad
46mm x 71mm
(Actual Size)
45 words max
Small Directory Ad
46mm x 46mm
(Actual Size)

30 words max
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BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
Champlong
Chatterie

Animals
& Pets

Caring, quiet accommodation
just for cats

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

JUNCT 22 off A20, Arnac la Poste

Alison & Ray

Valhalla
dog
holidays

Tel: 05 55 60 27 83

champlongchatterie@me.com
www.champlongchatterie.com

Auto & Bike
Services

Etoilia
Animalerie

Open 365 days a year
Call Leanne on:

05 55 80 42 47
or email

leaberry24@yahoo.co.uk
siret: 810 192 807 00016

Dog Guest Home
(NOT KENNELS)

Your dog(s) looked after indoors at our
country home with a safe enclosed garden area.
Walked twice a day in our woods
and surrounding fields.
Must be able to socialise with other dogs.
Free introductory trial: morning or afternoon.
Nr. Châteauneuf-La-Foret, Linards.
30 mins from Limoges airport.

20€ / night
10 € / half day
Call Jane:

05 55 00 34 79/06 18 58 93 88
or Emily: 06 71 15 15 65
waggingtails87@hotmail.com
Siret: 792 142 341 00017

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

Mobile Pet shop
www.etoilia.fr
English and French website

Free delivery in Creuse
for orders over 50€

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:
sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93

RING BILL!
Registered
Car Mechanic

>> pg 14
>> pg 14
>> pg 14-17
>> pg 17
>> pg 17
>> pg 17-18
>> pg 18
>> pg 18
>> pg 19
>> pg 19

Architectural
DRAWING
SERVICE
New build?

RING BILL!
Registered Car Mechanic

05.55.81.31.85

See Display Ad Below

Dossiers prepared
Permis de Construire
Déclarations Préalables

Tel: 05 53 52 36 05

lavieilleabbaye@orange.fr
SIRET: 493 770 358 00015

Tim Haw B.Eng C.Eng M.I.Struct.E

FR: 0033 (0)6 52 06 22 79
UK: 0044 (0)7448 466 662

Web: www.versineer.com
Email: enquiries@versineer.com
Siret: 498 843 051 00018

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93

At Masterplans.eu we can help guide you
through your planning application in France.
From initial feasibility to completed dossiers.
We will compile all the relevant drawings and
complete the necessary paperwork to ensure
your application proceeds smoothly.
We are equally at home working with clients
here in France or those living abroad.

Specialist in woodwork, painting,
window / door fitting as well as
all maintenance, renovation & upkeep
of your house and garden.
50km radius of Bénénvent-l'Abbaye (23210).
English spoken.
Call Aymerick (Rick):

07 69 34 75 02

Email: entreprisemaeva@gmail.com
Siret: 831 957 691 00023

A. Wright

Carpenter & Joiner
06 35 12 10 66

Email: info@masterplans.eu
www.masterplans.eu

see main ad - pg 8

Siret: 790 016 984 00011

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

BUILDER

■ ... much more
Dept. 23 & surrounding areas

Tel: 05 55 98 24 12 - Mob: 07 82 78 01 31
Email: dave.cardwell@yahoo.co.uk

Neuvialle Menuiserie

Mike Christie
05 55 64 35 11 / 07 61 76 97 41
see main ad below

NEUVIALLE MENUISERIE
JOINERY

no job too small - very competitive rates
30 Years’ Experience Joiner
Kitchens, Bedrooms & Bathrooms
Flooring & General 2nd Fix
Finishing, Joinery & Decking
Emergency Lock Services
Mike Christie
05 55 64 35 11 (Home)
07 61 76 97 41 (Mobile)
mgchristie2013@gmail.com

Siret: 802 265 728

■ Services
■ Brakes
■ MOT Prep

(contrôle technique)

Building
Services
Carpenters/Joiners

Tel: 05 55 80 72 83
Mob: 06 33 07 29 72

DAVID CARDWELL
PROFESSIONAL

06 04 17 80 93

Qualified French
Artisan / Carpenter

CHARTERED
STRUCTURAL
ENGINEER

Pre-purchase & Structural Surveys.
Verbal & written reports.
Structural calculations & drawings.
Redevelopment ideas & solutions.

Your
advert
here

Entreprise
Maeva

Building
Services
Architects/Surveyors

Home renovations / Ground works
Block works / Verandas, Abris & Terraces
Barn doors & Shutters
Also available: digger & driver
Planning permission assistance and design available
HNC and ONC qualified, 15 years experience & 7 in France
Based near Lubersac (dept 19)

05 55 81 31 85

Handholding & Language
>> pg 19
Health & Beauty
>> pg 19
Insurance & Finance
>> pg 19
Pools & Spas
>> pg 19
Property Sales & Maintenance>> pg 19-20
Retail & Commerce
>> pg 20
Scrap & Clearance
>> pg 20
Support & Counselling
>> pg 20
Transport/Removals/Storage >> pg 20

Renovating your
French property?

SIRET: 520 896 671 00010

Small, friendly English-run
kennels in Bétête (23270)

SIRET: 494 617 798 00017

Animals & Pets
Auto & Bike Services
Building Services
Chimney Sweeps
Cleaning Services
Computers, TV & Satellite
Food & Drink
Garden Services
General
Gifts & Crafts
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KD Creative Carpentry
& General Maintenance
40 years experience fully qualified
fitting of kitchens, wardrobes, windows,
doors, stairs, balconies, decking, etc.
Small general maintenance jobs.
Reasonable rates.
30km radius of Mérinchal (23420)
Please contact Kevin:

06 25 94 44 63

yorkienboo@gmail.com

Wooden Floors
Sanded & Sealed
From € 24 / sqm
Departartment 23
& Surrounding Areas
Call Richard:

07 54 23 37 01

richardexcel@hotmail.co.uk

Siret No. 885 154 948 00016

SKILLED JOINER
Will Fit For You:

•Stairs (can custom build)
•Doors •Windows •Fitted Kitchens
•Floors (wooden, laminate, etc.)
•Fitted Wardrobes & Cupboards
Over 40 years experience

CALL: 06 80 58 06 08
Siret: 492 869 649 00029

CARPENTER
AND BUILDER

QUALITY WORKMANSHIP SINCE 1986
€120 per day

Portfolio available to view at

www.jonesentreprise.com
Jeff Jones: 05 55 62 46 21
Mob: 06 38 25 74 62
email: jones23entreprise@orange.fr
siret: 810 322 123 00011

Please mention
The Bugle when
responding to adverts

Carpenter
All types
Best Rates
Available Immediately
References available
Call Mark:

06 45 82 34 03
Siret 798 692 778 00011

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93
Building Services
Electricians
& Plumbers

Pink Electrique

Ruth & Geoff Kowalczyk
Project management. All electrical work, home
automation & security. Please see our website for
more information. French qualified and insured.
30+ years worldwide experience.
Departments covered: 23, 36, 87.

Tel: 05 55 63 10 68
Mob: 06 64 59 48 64

Email: pink-electrique@laposte.net
www.pink-electrique.fr
SIRET: 788 709 871 00016

Entreprise
Electricité Générale
All aspects of electrical
works undertaken
Departments 36, 23 and 87
UK / French Satellite and TV
Aerial installations

06 16 91 64 67

contact@reactive-resource.com
www.reactive-resource.com
Siren: 808 481 170

SALAMANDRE INSTALLATION23

électricité
Keith SLOPER

Tel: 05 55 64 94 20
Mob: 07 86 38 09 61
* Qualified electrician
* All types of electrical
works carried out
* Free estimates
* Fault finding
* Consuel certification arranged
* Temporary and permanent
EDF supplies arranged
* Departments 23 and 87
No Siret: 494 916 760 00015

Carlos

Electrician/Plumber
05 55 62 63 82
see main ad below

Lumiere Service
et Energie
Steven Rofe
28 Years' experience

sales@thebugle.eu

• UK NICEIC approved Electrician
• Rewiring
• External & garden lighting
• All aspects of electrical works
• Fully insured - (10 year Decennale)
• Satellite Installation
• Departments covered 87, 23 & 19
05.55.69.75.67 / 06.89.47.69.71
email: rofesteven@yahoo.co.uk

06 04 17 80 93

See full list of works carried out
on the website

www.roferenovation.com
Siret No. 501.792.386.00010

Qualified & specialising in:
• Electricity
• Plumbing
• Small renovations
(bathrooms, kitchens, etc.)

Fully registered & insured
English & Dutch spoken
Based in the east of Creuse
Call or email Rob:
E: installation23@gmail.com

M: 06 40 56 96 12
Siret: 753 054 030 00014

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Maurice Baynes

PLUMBING
& HEATING

Domestic and commercial
Bathroom design
and installation
Heating systems
Tiling and full fit out
Fully Insured
All areas covered
mauricepbaynes@gmail.com

Tel: 07 87 01 70 30
siret: 887 841 088 00016

Building
Services
Fosses Septiques

Fosse Septique 23
Steve. JOHNS. SARL

Fosse Septique Specialists
Planning permission arranged
Design and installation
Supply and servicing
DIY and trade kits
Free site visit and devis

05.55.64.11.73
06.70.47.52.96
siret: 824 706 444 00018

Aquatiris

Ecological Septic Tanks
www.aquatiris.fr
06 95 09 13 71 - pg 3

LVL

Les Vidanges Limousines
▪ Emptying septic tanks
▪ Unblocking pipes
▪ Cleaning wells
▪ Group rates available
between neighbours
Call David - 24/24 7/7

STEVE'S
PROPERTY
MAINTENANCE
Roofing,
Building,
Renovations,
Plastering & stud walls,
... and more!
Fully insured.
e: lowe.steven@orange.fr

t: 05 55 50 52 02
m: 07 66 52 33 47
siret: 842 233 108 00013

Dave Cardwell - Builder

05 55 98 24 12

See our Display Ad pg 14

WASTE REMOVAL
SERVICES

• house/barn clearance
(pre sale / post sale)
• garden/land clearance
• dechetterie runs
• rubbish removal
Specialist equipment available:
• tractor with flail mower,
rotavator, etc.
• vehicle with 1.5 tonne crane

05 55 37 45 35

06 49 66 44 25

wasteremovalmultiservices@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/willwhiting87/

Siret N° 750 725 780 00019

siret 532 981 198 00015

87800 Jourgnac

Septic Tank
Installation
Service

Reed Bed Sanitation Systems
Sewer Connections
Compact Filters
www.fossepro.com
Tel: 06 33 78 24 23
fossepro@orange.fr

Building
Services
General
Richard Jones, B.A. Cert'Ed

Professional Project
Management Services
Save up to 30% on your Renovation
All building and
renovations undertaken
Man & Digger
Department 23 & Surrounding Areas

07 54 23 37 01

richardexcel@hotmail.co.uk

A Horrocks & Son
Building and restoration work

06 26 97 28 54
see main ad below

Entreprise
Hines

Building & Renovation
● Roofing - New & Repairs
● Masonry
● Plastering
● Dry Lining
● Sand Blasting
● Scaffold Hire
● ... and much, much more

40 years qualified experience

05.55.89.69.46
www.entreprisehines.com
robert.hines@orange.fr
SIRET: 503 169 237 00016

CONTINUED
NEXT PAGE...

To advertise in The Bugle Business Directory, call 06 04 17 80 93
ELECTRICIAN/PLUMBER
FROM SMALL REPAIRS
TO COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS
BOILER SERVICING
OVER 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE
FULLY INSURED - BASED DEPT 23
lorrainemquintana@gmail.com

05 55 62 63 82

siret: 829 638 741 00019
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Would you like an investment that offers you tax efficiency whilst you live in
France and if you ever return to the UK? - Rosemary Sheppard, International Financial Adviser
This is a question that
has arisen more than once
in my recent conversations
with clients. As International
Financial Advisers we look
to help you with your tax
efficiency before your move,
whilst you enjoy your life
here in France and also if the
need arises to return to the
UK or move on elsewhere.
How can we do this,
you may ask? Well, quite
simply by offering you an
International Assurance Vie,
written through Luxembourg
or Ireland.
Whilst residing in France
this is fully French compliant
and offers multiple tax
advantages, including taxfree growth, tax-efficient
drawdown, exemption from
Wealth Tax and the ability
to pass some additional

M

ost of the
latter half of
2020 expats
had
been
concerned with Brexit and
with a deal or no deal and
as we all now know a deal
was done, maybe not the
deal we all wanted, but a
deal nevertheless. Those of
us already here are hopefully
looking forward to enjoying
a continued or new life in
France, but what happens if
the situation ever arises that
you need/want to go back to
the UK to live?

inheritance to family and
others,
not
necessarily
related, so including stepchildren, at nil-rate.
When/if you then move
back to the UK, unlike an
Assurance Vie that you may
hold with your French bank
or insurance company, you
will not have to cash this in,
therefore not realising any
gain and facing a potential
tax bill. You can simply
port the Assurance Vie with
you back to the UK and
this will then fall under the
treatment of an Offshore
Bond, ensuring that the
investment can continue
to grow tax-free and
provide tax efficiency on
drawdown, under current
UK tax rules.
If this is something that
has stopped you making the

most of your investments
and savings until now then
please get in touch, so we
can consider your personal
circumstances and help
you get to the right solution
where you benefit both from
tax efficiency and growth of
your hard-earned cash, whilst
still being able to enjoy the
benefits whenever you want.
You never know - that big
holiday that you always
wanted to take may not be
too far in the distant future,
so make sure your money is
working as hard as it can for
you in the here and now.
Blacktower will be by
your side both now and
in the future, we are here
to help you. To arrange a
professional and impartial
consultation please contact
me by email: Rosemary.

sheppard@blacktowerfm.
com, visit our website
w w w. b l a c k t o w e r f m . c o m
or call me on 06 38 86 99
70. Blacktower Financial
Management has over 32
years’ experience helping
expats to make sure that their
money works for them.
This article is based on
the opinion of the financial
adviser and author, and does
not reflect the views of Blacktower. The above information was correct at the time
of preparation and does not
constitute investment advice
and you should seek advice
from a professional adviser
before embarking on any financial planning activity.
Blacktower
Insurance
Agents & Advisors Ltd is

authorised and regulated
in Cyprus by the Insurance
Companies Control Service
and registered with ORIAS
in France. Blacktower
Financial
Management
(Cyprus) Ltd is authorised
and regulated in Cyprus
by the Cyprus Securities
& Exchange Commission
and is registered with the
AMF in France.

ADVERTORIAL

“SolarVenti”- the solar solution to damp and humidity

A

simple solar energy
system that runs on its
own, even when you are
not there! – And provides a free
heat supplement in winter.
The Solarventi air panel was
invented more than 20 years
ago by Hans Jørgen Christensen, from Aidt Miljø, with
the backing of the Danish
government. He wanted to use
the sun’s energy for airing and
ventilation of the thousands
of holiday homes on the West
coast of Jutland, - houses that
were left empty and unheated
for long periods - houses with
damp problems, mould and bad
odours - houses that left their
owners with discomfort, lots of
work and expense. He wanted
a system that would be safe,
simple, without the need for
radiators, water and/or mains
electricity. Slowly but surely,
the first Solarventi model came

together.

How it works
The principle behind Solarventi is simple: a small, builtin, solar cell powers a 12V fan
that is connected to an air vent,
a control unit and an on/ off
switch.
Whenever the sun shines, the
air in the solar panel is heated
and the fan, receiving power
from the solar cell, introduces
warm, dry air into your home at
the rate of 20 to 100 cubic metres per hour.
The initial models were more
than capable of keeping the cottages dry (and ventilated), even
with the limited sunshine hours
available in Denmark during
the winter season. Since that
time, the technology has really come along in leaps and
bounds. Now, more than 20
years later, the 3rd and 4th generation Solarventi have exceed-

ed all expectations.
In Southern Europe, Solarventi is not only used for
ventilation/dehumidification
purposes; with far more winter
sunshine hours, it also provides
a substantial heating supplement. Several technical and
governmental studies show that
incoming air temperature can be
increased by as much as 40°C.
A DIY Solution?
The installation process is
very straightforward and should
only take two or three hours. All
that is needed is a drill, hammer
and chisel to make a hole in the
wall. Roof installations are also
possible. In fact, the Solarventi
was originally designed to be a
DIY product - in Scandinavia it
still is.
There are no electrical or
water connections and it can be
safely left running, even when

the property is empty. Solarventi requires no maintenance
- if the property is unoccupied
during the hot summer months,
then it can be left running at low
speeds for ventilation and dehumidification purposes or simply
switched off.
With a range of panel sizes,
and the option for wall or roof
mounting, Solarventi is suitable for all types of buildings,
caravans or even boats!! Following the patenting of its design in 2001, Solarventi has
only recently been actively
commercialized. Over the last
six years, Solarventi units have
been installed in more than 24
countries and demand is increasing rapidly. From Greenland to Australia, Solarventi is
finally getting the recognition it
deserves. ■
Units start from €490 TTC.

SOLARVENTI - Available in the Limousin
From Harlequin Developments
Tel: 05 55 68 67 56
Mobile: 06 06 60 46 97

To advertise in The Bugle Business Directory, call 06 04 17 80 93
Les petits jardiniers du Limousin

We are a gardening association based in the Mairie at St. Amand le Petit, between Eymoutiers and Peyrat
le Château. We hold monthly meetings, normally on the third Thursday of the month, starting at 2:30 pm.
Meetings are held in English, but we can also present topics in French. We have lots of different nationalities
amongst our members. Our aim is to provide and promote opportunities for people to develop their interest
and knowledge in horticulture and gardening and related topics in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.
In-house workshop meetings, external speakers and visits are on our agenda.
During Covid-19, in common with other Associations, we have not been able to have meetings and have kept
in touch with members and friends via our Facebook page, Les petites jardiniers du Limousin where people
post photos of their garden, ask questions, share information and keep in contact on a casual, friendly basis.
We are looking forward to starting meetings again respecting all Covid-19 regulations and to seeing old friends
as well as new faces at our meetings.
Our meeting agenda has had to be cancelled many times and, at
present, no set agenda is in place. However, as soon as we can meet
again we do hope to arrange: A visit to Custos Apium (booked for June,
subject to any Covid-19 regulations and restrictions in place at that
time); presentations on plant name origins, grafting, edible plants and
mushrooms; a workshop on diverse ways of seed preparation; and the
first Sunday in September is the date on which we hold our Annual
Show. If it goes ahead it is a definite not-to-be-missed event.
Members and supporters of our Association will receive emails about forthcoming meetings. If you would like to
be on our mailing list then please email me with your name and email address. I will add you to the list and you
will receive all future notifications. Meanwhile take care, happy gardening and hope to see you soon.
For any further information contact Carolyn at pjlimousin@gmail.com

WHAT'S ON
CLUBS, CHARITIES & ASSOCIATIONS
As a result of the current restrictions, many of the meetings and
events featured in our What's On and Clubs, Charities
& Associations sections have had to be cancelled or postponed.
The situation is changing very quickly, so we have removed these
listings from the newspaper for the time being.
We will, however, continue to update our website with any new
information, so please do check back regularly to keep up to date

www.thebugle.eu/associations.php
www.thebugle.eu/whats_on.php
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Building
Services
General
La Noneix

Construction
& Property Services

Established, Professional and
Personal Building Services. Fully
registered with décennale
insurance covering all works.

●Renovations
●New builds ●Roofing
●Stonework ●Carpentry
●Ground works

Large or small projects undertaken
- please view our website.
Contact: Paul or Joanne Rands

05.55.66.44.06
www.lanoneix.com
Paul.rands@orange.fr
SIRET: 501 144 596 00019

Davis & Davis

35 years' Experience in Construction,
Renovation & Project Management
Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
Internal/ External Developments
Barn conversions, loft conversions, new-build,
drylining, plastering, rendering, spray
rendering, tiling, installation of kitchens/
bathrooms, painting, carpentry, replacement
doors & windows, velux installation, groundworks, landscaping, decking & much more...

No job too big (or small). Give us a
call for a free competitive quote.

05 55 60 29 50 / 06 04 13 30 57
email: davis-davis@sfr.fr

Based near Limoges - Covering depts 87, 23 & 19
Siret: 498 203 652 00017

Max Huggett

SVH
CONSTRUCTION

All building work undertaken
No job too small
City & Guilds and NVQ
Qualified tradesman
Over 35 years experience
in the construction industry
Based in dept. 23

Mob: 07 85 51 42 66
Tel: 05 55 83 04 11

stevehow101@googlemail.com
Siret: 848 602 934 00012

Masonry
& More

General building
Renovation , Roofing
Reliable, good quality work
30 years exp
Scaffold Hire
Martin Sprague

05 55 61 93 07

martin_sprague_1@ hotmail.com
SIRET: 531 768 182 00010

Your
advert
here

Building
Services
Groundworks
Mini-Digger with driver

05.55.53.03.56

john.bonella@gmail.com
See Main Ad pg 11

RSW Entreprises

Fosse Septiques/Micro stations

05.55.80.00.57

See our Display Ad - pg 6

S.M.C SERVICES

Excavator with Driver
0044 (0)7831 121 019
see main ad - pg 4

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Building
Services
Lifts & Scaffolding

Offering a broad selection of building
services in depts. 87, 19 & 23.
From one off installations to complete
renovations, construction, decorating,
landscaping and ground works.
E: info@maxhuggett.com

A. Wright

ANGLO
SCAFFOLDING
HIRE

www.maxhuggett.com

English & French spoken - Siret: 518 511 340 00011

HANDYMAN/DIY
Can I help you with those jobs
you don't want to do?

• Painting/Decorating • Labouring
• Pressure Washing • General DIY
No job too small, just give me a call!!
All areas covered - Based nr Aubusson (23)

05 55 83 02 77 / 06 30 90 58 90

Harlequin
Developments
est. 2007

All aspects of renovation
and refurbishment, big or
small, undertaken.
Kitchens fitted and tiled
Replacement doors and windows
Parquet flooring
Oak framed porches
Plasterboard and Insulation

05.55.68.67.56
06.06.60.46.97

jonathanpiddock@orange.fr

harlequindevelopments@live.com
www.harlequindevelopments.com

Siret: 523 955 151 00015

SIRET: 494.501.067.00016

The Reclamation Yard
Confolens

05 45 30 72 04

semm main ad - pg 9

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:
sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93

French registered plasterer
with over 30 years’ experience
All internal and
external works covered
Plastering
(English and French plaster)
Rendering
Concreting
Floor Screeding
Stud Partitioning
Lime Mortar Pointing

Tel: 05 55 62 12 39
Mobile: 06 06 41 10 30
Siret: 527 906 614 00013

CHRIS

THE PLASTERER
A genuine plasterer
French and English spoken
Traditional Plastering
Rendering, Stud partition dry lining
Lime mortar stone pointing

christopher.willis@orange.fr

14.5 metres on a van
lasout@live.com

06 04 17 80 93

T: 05 55 69 37 64
M: 06 86 62 59 37

Able
Plastering

CALL FOR A FREE QUOTATION

Tel: 09 66 03 52 89

see main ad - pg 8

Building
Services
Plasterers

Cherry
Picker
Services

Experienced and fully
registered builder with 10
year Décennale Insurance

Carpenter & Joiner
06 35 12 10 66

Please mention
The Bugle when
responding to adverts

Call for a quote

UK scaffolding supplied and
erected here in France
Qualified and fully insured
FREE no obligation quotes
Call Ian on

06 34 24 64 11

or find us on Facebook:
@angloscaffolding

Email: akbrunnstrom@yahoo.co.uk
SIRET: 799 067 939 00014

Building
Services
Painters/Decorators
Nicholas
Collyer
All aspects of
Interior and
Exterior
decorating

30+ years' experience
Spraying service available
for large areas

T: 09 88 19 14 05
M: +44 (0)7885 694 313
collyer23360@gmail.com
siret: 883 596 157 00015

05 55 63 53 06
06 23 29 48 19
Le Bourg, 23360 Nouzerolles
SIRET: 504 612 441 00015

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93
Building
Services
Roofing
MUMFORD TOITURE
Roofing & Plastering/
Plasterboarding Service

25+ years roofing experience
All aspects of roofing, large or small
15+ years experience plastering/boarding
Fully registered and insured
Trading in France since 2007
Call Mark for a free quotation

05 55 44 71 44 / 06 78 60 96 16
mumford.toiture@gmail.com
Siret No. 493 159 412 00011

Chimney
Sweeps
& Firewood
Carrefour du
Bois Limousin

www.chauffagebois-limousin.com
05 55 63 72 45 - see ad pg 11

La Petite Ramoneur

THE LADY
SWEEP
Established since 1986

Brush & Vacuum
All types of chimney
Fully Insured
Call Ruth Langston

02 54 31 48 50
06 25 61 84 95 (SMS only)
siret 504 218 454 00016

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Chimney Sweeping
• Flue ways cleared
• Birds nests, vermin
& debris removed
• Smoke evacuation & gas
tightness tests
• Official certificates of cleaning
issued (Certificat de Ramonage)

www.stovesellers.com

05 55 63 78 72
Siren: 502 409 949

Experienced, Registered &
Fully Insured
No mess, no fuss
Email: cinderssweep@gmail.com

T: 07 68 76 39 99
siret: 484 768 700 00029

Cleaning
Services
Impeccable
Cleaning Services
Cleaning service for your home,
gîtes, small office, etc.
Regular hours or one-time cleans.
Reliable and trustworthy.
30km radius of Mérinchal (23420)
Please contact Deborah:

06 25 94 44 63
yorkienboo@gmail.com
Siret No. 884 983 040 00012

Computers,
TV &
Satellite
For all your TV
and satellite
installations and repairs
(Sky TV, Internet etc.)
Call Patrice:

06.79.07.91.56

libre.antenne87@gmail.com
Fast dependable service
Based Séreilhac (87)
siret: 353 613 227 00035

CONTINUED
NEXT PAGE...
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ADVERTORIAL

CARDS ET CARTES – NEW ON-LINE CARD SHOP

ADVERTORIAL

Advertising with The Bugle

W

T

ired of paying over-the-odds for a birthday card? Yes? We felt exactly the same. We wanted
excellent cards but without the expense. Our research led us to what we were looking for - quality
cards which are cost effective. Judging from the delight from our friends and family when they
opened their cards, we knew that the demand was there and www.cardsetcartes.com was born!
Our aim is simple - to sell quality cards at low prices. We have English and French cards for all
occasions. Browse and order your cards at your leisure via our secure on-line shop with delivery direct
to your post box...

www.cardsetcartes.com

Computers,
TV &
Satellite

L'homme de l'ecosse
Web Design / eCommerce / hosting

06 37 82 56 67 / 05 55 60 62 36
see main ad - pg 8

Food &
Drink
Mandys-curry-2-go
Mobile Curry Take Away
For menus and venues:

www.mandyscurry2go.com

GOODWIN
SATELLITE

SALES & INSTALLATION OF ALL SATELLITE
SYSTEMS & AERIALS. FAULT FINDING.
Dept 23 & surrounding areas

Tel: 05 55 62 05 61
Mob: 06 52 38 67 65

Email: garygoodwin121@gmail.com
siret: 453 067 910 00019

Weblova

logo / branding / web design / social media

www.weblova.com
see main ad - pg 9

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93

Follow us on facebook
e : mandyscurry2go@gmail.com

m : 07 70 39 12 23

Home delivery possible - see website
siret: 498 199 306 00016

Try Something Different

Chez Jacques
Marsac (23)
• Cosy atmosphere
• Speciality Crêpes
• Large burger menu
• Around 115 single malt whiskies
• Selection of bottled British ales
• Book corner, pool table
• "Mouclade" nights
• Curry nights

05 87 40 02 83

ith 11 years’ experience delivering
print advertising to an expat market,
The Bugle represents one of the most
cost-effective ways to let English speakers know
about your business. An advert with The Bugle
starts from just €12.50 HT per month – that’s less
than 42 cents a day to put your business in front
of more than 30,000 people each month.
In the Limousin we have more than 250 distribution points across the region and surrounding
areas where readers can pick up a copy for free.
We also distribute 3,500 copies through Limoges
Airport, which means that we are in the perfect
position to target not only residents and secondhome owners, but also tourists and those new to
the region.
The Bugle is the only English language newspaper dedicated to the Limousin - in fact, today,
The Bugle is the only free English language
newspaper in France and we are growing all the
time.
If you would like to discuss any of our advertising options further, why not give us a call today to find out more about the ways that we can
help you grow your business.

26, Ecurat 23150

Le Restaurant Ecurat

Open Wed, Thu & Fri
New fast food menu
Lunchtime 'menu ouvrier'
11am-2pm & 7pm-9.30pm
Fish & chips and Curry nights,
Salon de Thé and Diner le soir
* Reservation in advance please *
For more information:

7 ave Jules Courivaud, Magnac-Laval
Tearoom / Gifts / Clothes
06 72 38 82 20 - See main ad, pg 8

Team Jardin
www.teamjardin.fr

Reliable, professional and
friendly garden services.
Garden Maintenance. Land Clearance.
Garden Construction.
Bespoke long-term maintenance plans.
Tel: 05 55 37 18 03
Mob: 06 33 66 17 45
e-mail: darren@teamjardin.fr
Siret No. 752 549 907 00018

tel: 05 55 81 31 85

GARDEN SERVICES

2km from Chénérailles and the
Chateau Villemonteix.

Grass Cutting
Strimming
General Maintenance
Based La Souterraine (23)

email: ecurat123@hotmail.com

British Market Stall
facebook.com/britishmarketstall
+33 (0)6 79 23 57 09 +33 (0)7 69 14 49 73
see main ad - pg 4

Le Creusois

Paul Brown

Tel: 05 55 89 57 40
brownpaul006@gmail.com
Siret: 483 059 242 00030

Les Genêts, Azerables

Your
advert
here

05.55.63.90.79

06 04 17 80 93

Bar/Restaurant

High quality British & French food
at reasonable prices.
Menu du Jour €12, Traditional Pub
Food, Vegetarian dishes, Childrens
& Snack menus also available
www.lecreusoisbistro.com
SIREN: 483 988 853

Garden
Services

closed Wednesdays

Thé Bonbons Cadeaux

T: 06 04 17 80 93
E: sales@thebugle.eu
W: www.thebugle.eu

Purple Solutions
Garden Maintenance

06 72 87 87 14
see main ad - pg 11

Maintenance gardener
Stephen Grendon

Need some advice?
Too much like hard-work?
30 years of experience

TEL: 06 72 11 62 15
stengrendon1@gmail.com
Based in St-Julien-le-Petit (87460), covering
St. Léonard, Peyrat, Eymoutiers, Bujaleuf.
siret: 839 102 415 00016

Your
advert
here
06 04 17 80 93
Entreprise
Maeva

Garden Maintenance

Strimming, hedge cutting,
lawn mowing, general upkeep.
Daily rates and/or monthly contracts.
40 km radius - Bénévent-l'Abbaye (23210)

07 69 34 75 02

entreprisemaeva@gmail.com
Siret: 831 957 691 00023

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:
sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93
sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

Buying or selling small items...?
Check out our online Classifieds... updated daily!

www.thebugle.eu/classifieds.php

To place a Classified, simply email details of your item for sale to notices@thebugle.eu
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General

MR PIANO MAN

Your
advert
here

05 45 21 16 13

06 04 17 80 93

Piano Tuning and Repairs
see main ad - pg 8

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Gifts &
Crafts

Mobile hairdresser
Covering all of La Creuse!

Call Teddy:

06 15 78 18 04- pg 6

Chez Boutique

Formerly La Petite Place

05.55.60.08.46

See our Display Ad - pg 8

Jenny Homer BA Hons, PGCE

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

Online French Tuition

Qualified Teacher of French, formerly
teaching in my classroom, but now online!

Come out of Covid
with confident French
I offer weekly, small, group lessons
online, at levels to suit your needs.
My priority is on speaking and
understanding French in daily life.
Get in touch asap to ensure your place
in a class suited to your ability.
Stuck for the perfect Christmas gift for you,
your friend or family - Gift vouchers
now available for online classes (from 15€)

Email: homer.jennifer@gmail.com
https://homerjennifer.wixsite.com/website
siret: 490 323 243 00025

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93
Handholding &
Language
Services

Sophie Arsac

French lessons
& handholding services
06 61 56 47 17 - pg 12

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:

Managing Editor:
Editor-in-Chief:
Registered Address:

Steve Martindale
Steve Martindale
19, route de Champagnac
17500 MEUX
SIRET:
514 989 748 00025
Printed by:
Charente Libre, Z.I. No3
16340, L’Isle d’Espagnac
Monthly circulation: 10,000 copies
All copyright, unless stated otherwise, is reserved to The Bugle.
Reproduction in whole or part of any text without permission is
prohibited. Dépôt légal à parution.

The Spectrum IFA Group

*Platinum Spas* *Superior Spas*
*BeSpa* * California Spas*
*Superior Saunas*
*Baltic Hot tubs* *Baltic Saunas*

Naturalis Pools

Tony Farrell

www.naturalispools.com

05 55 89 57 94 - see pg 8

see main ad - pg 2

International Financial Adviser

Blacktower

Financial Managment Group

Rosemary Sheppard
06 38 86 99 70 - pg 11

06 04 17 80 93
Health
& Beauty

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:

06 31 17 25 60

Property
Sales &
Maintenance

'Gite and Tidy'

management advisers

Property management

See our main ad - pg 12

All properties looked after,
main residences, holiday homes & gîtes.
Changeovers, cleaning,
tidy ups, maintenance, gardening,
swimming pools, etc.
Single or regular visits.
Fully insured.
Oradour-sur-Vayres (87150).
References available.

sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93

Directeur:
Rédacteur-en-chef:
Siège:

The Bugle cannot accept responsibility for the claims of advertisers or their professionalism. We strongly advise readers to verify that the
company you are dealing with is a registered trading company in France or elsewhere in the world.

New for 2020

We are pleased to announce our
new range of over 80 Spas, Swim
spas, Hot tubs & Saunas from top
European and U.S. manufacturers.

Siret: 752 157 610 00011

www.blevinsfranks.com

Ce mensuel a été imprimé sur des papiers produits en France, Espagne, certifiés PEFC 100% FCBA/18-01705.
Taux de fibres recyclées 100%. Emissions GES : 63 gr CO2 eq/ex (données 2019).

The region's leading distributor of
Spas, Swim spas, Saunas & Hot tubs

www.limousin-spas.com
enquiries@limousin-spas.com
Tel: 05 55 63 26 20

Blevins
Franks
International tax and wealth

Steve Martindale
Steve Martindale
19, route de Champagnac
17500 MEUX
SIRET:
514 989 748 00025
Imprimé par:
Charente Libre, Z.I. No3
16340, L’Isle d’Espagnac
Tirage mensuel:
10,000 exemplaires
Tous droits réservés. Toute reproduction, totale ou partielle, des
articles et illustrations du présent numéro est strictement interdite.
Dépôt légal à parution.

Limousin Spas

Prices from €2,200

Insurance
& Finance

sales@thebugle.eu

Please mention
The Bugle when
responding to adverts

Pools &
Spas

www.giteandtidy.com
09 82 12 69 73 (Home)
06 06 40 81 07 (Portable)

CONTINUED
NEXT PAGE...

Isaac
This big gorgeous boy
is called Isaac, he is a
Labrador/Beauceron cross,
around 2 ½ years old and
has been at the refuge now
for 6 months.
Isaac is one very strong
powerful boy weighing in
at around 45 kg but he can
also be very gentle and
affectionate. He gets on well
with children, female dogs and
non-dominant male dogs.

Buying or Selling French Property?

To his credit, he is still house-trained, really enjoys his walks, loves to run and whilst
he knows the basic commands, he does still need some further training.
He also needs a lot of space and a well-enclosed garden.

Legal advice from English-speaking lawyers

Isaac has spent many days dreaming of his forever home, it is now time for this gentle
giant to be given a chance to show what a loving and faithful companion he can be.

Also the #1 portal for property auctions

www.frenchpropertylawyer.fr

05 55 82 18 99

If you think you you can help Isaac then please contact:
SPA de Creuse (Guéret), 21 Le Clocher,
23000 Saint-Sulpice-le Guérétois
www.spa-creuse.com - email: spa.gueret@orange.fr
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Cendrillon
06 83 66 83 09

Property
Sales &
Maintenance

For more information
on advertising in the
Bugle Business
Directory, give us
a call or send us an
email:

www.marcdeschamps.com
see main ad - pg 8

Creuse Property Care

Caring for
your home in
France when
you can’t
be there

Garden & Pool Maintenance
General Maintenance & Small
Renovation work including
plasterboarding, tiling, painting, etc.
Changeovers/House Cleaning
Ad-hoc Assistance
References available
Contact Mark or Trudy...

T: 05 55 67 90 47 / P: 06 40 75 74 47
E: marktrudy0506@gmail.com
W: www.creusepropertycare.com

Your
advert
here

sales@thebugle.eu

06 04 17 80 93

06 04 17 80 93

Retail &
Commerce

Scrap &
Clearance

Siret: 479 965 758 00028

Houses on Internet
www.housesoninternet.com

+31 (0)6 41 20 73 69

See our Display Ad - pg 3

OLD'S
HEIGHT

Très Jolie

Ladies fashion accessories
05 55 53 03 56 / 06 04 08 29 53
see main ad pg 11

inc. Junque and Disorderly

Antiquités agricoles

26, Ecurat 23150

All Property Diagnostics
for Sales/Rentals
Energy Performance (DPE),
Asbestos, Lead, Electricity,
Gas, Termites, Risks/Pollution,
Measurements
Fluent English speaking.
Technical comments and
advice possible
Contact : 06 28 94 24 00 or
philippe.andre@diagamter.com
See our references on:

www.diagamter.com

Beaux Villages Immobilier
www.beauxvillages.com

Freephone: 08 05 69 23 23

Atelier d'Art du Jardin

Artisan
art
for your
garden

2km from Chénérailles and the
Chateau Villemonteix

tel: 05 55 81 31 85
email: ecurat123@hotmail.com

Stove
Sellers
www.stovesellers.com
05.55.63.78.72

I will buy just about anything in your barn:
agricultural machinery, cars,motorbikes,
lorries, pushbikes, old wrought ironwork,
oil cans, signs, timberwork and doors...
in fact, anything!! Just think...
that rubbish could earn you cash!!

CALL: 0633 847 699
in rust we trust
siret: 511 127 763 00015

All Limousin covered
Anything considered
Any quantity

Tel: 05 55 37 45 35
Mob: 06 74 21 47 71

See our Display Ad - pg 9

www.facebook.com/willwhiting87/

Leggett

Please mention
The Bugle when
responding to adverts

sales@thebugle.eu
06 04 17 80 93

see main ad - pg 4

06 04 17 80 93
Support &
Counselling

siret 532 981 198 00015

Man & Van
Transport

Genuine/Reliable/Honest
Local + Europe + UK runs
House/Barn clearances!
15m3 capacity
4m load length
English & French Spoken

05 44 20 21 77
06 06 40 81 07
87150 Oradour-sur-Vayres

www.frenchvanman.eu
Siret 530 213 644 00012

Communicology Consultancy
For Speech,
Language, Voice,
Stammering Needs
(adults & children)
Confident Communication - Specialist
coaching for anxious communicators
Advice/ Guidance
Coaching/ Programmes
Workshops
Mindfulness/ Relaxation
Support following Stroke/ Parkinsons
Online & Home Visits
Contact Ruth:
E: communicology@mail.com
M: 06 66 46 32 43
W: communicology.co.uk
W: speechtherapyconsultancy.com

Transport,
Removals
& Storage

Cash paid Smart Moves
for scrap
For a fully insured,

see main ad - pg 5

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
YOU CAN TRUST

Your
advert
here

careful service

FORTNIGHTLY SERVICES TO FRANCE
FULL OR PART LOADS WELCOME
WE COLLECT FROM
ALL AREAS OF THE UK AND DELIVER
TO ALL AREAS OF FRANCE
Find us on Facebook:
@smartmovesukfrance
Please CALL or EMAIL Stephen

smartmovers@hotmail.co.uk

+44 (0)7966 287 430

www.smartmovesremovals.com

Franklins Removals
0044 121 353 7263

www.franklinsremovals.co.uk
see main ad - pg 3

Transition Removals
(+33) 05 55 34 19 46

www.transitionremovals.net
see main ad - pg 4

Watson European
International Removals

www.watsoneuropean.co.uk
see main ad - pg 5

Buggs Car Hire
Bergerac & Limoges Airports

www.buggscarhire.com
see main ad - pg 2

Central
France
Storage

www.centralfrancestorage.com
Dry, safe & secure storage
Brexit Busting Prices!!
Vehicle storage options
We also do internal moves!
14.5m cherry picker available

Tel: 09 66 03 52 89
Email: lasout@live.com
siret: 494 123 847 00019

Latest news throughout the month: www.thebugle.eu
Cancer Support
Haute-Vienne

affiliated to

Your local Association
supporting English speakers touched by cancer
in departments 87, 23, 19 & 36

HELPLINE 0800 240 200
www.cshautevienne.org

CANCER SUPPORT FRANCE
Charente Plus
Free confidential support for Englishspeaking people touched by cancer
Volunteers & Active Listeners needed (full training will be given)
If you are interested please email: bloomdenis@outlook.com

CSF 24 HOUR HELPLINE - 0800 24 02 00
email: csfcharenteplus@gmail.com

Facebook : Cancer Support France - Charente-Plus

STAY
HOME
STAY
SAFE

CHARITY SHOP

Do please come in and visit us.
We are located at:
3 rue Nationale, 16150 Chabanais
(entrance opposite the mairie, directly behind
Petticoat Lane – we are on the first floor upstairs)

OPENING HOURS:
Tuesday & Wednesday 10 am – 4 pm
Sorry – no books or electrical goods

